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J. A. Rogers, intemational correspondent of the Negro press and researeh student in African and European history of Negroes, returned to the United                       
States last Saturday aboard the SS Albert Ballin of the Hamburg American line after spending four years in the best libraries of Europe; and traveling                         
throughout Europe and North Africa seeking facts on early Negro history. Mr. Rogers was met at the pier by George Schuyler, author, lecturer,                       
journalist, and organizer of the Young Negroes Co-operative League. . . . Mr. Rogers returned with much material gathered during his long stay                       
abroad, and plans a lecture tour of the United States to last seven months, during which he will discuss the startling information he found in his                          
research work. He brought back 100 biographies of great Negroes, such as kings, statesmen, generals, philosophers, scien- tists, poets, etc; 150 photos                      
of these notables of history; 24 photos of Negro kings of Egypt which he secured from museums in Cairo, and several prints of gods and goddesses of                           
Egypt showing that they were unmistakably Negroes.  

—Floyd J. Calvin, Pittsburgh Courier, 1931 '  

The published works of Joel Augustus Rogers, journalist, historian, and author of the two-volume World's Great                
Men of Color, and other important histories of African-descended people are known currently to only a handful of scholars.                   
Even those historians and anthropologists who are aware of Rogers's self-published and popular scholarly works tend only to                  
remember him for the biographical portraits of African and African American leaders, and his investigations of the history of                   
"sex and race" in antiquity and in the modem era. Most contemporary college stu- dents have never heard of J. A. Rogers nor                       
are they aware of his long journalistic career and pioneering archival research. Rogers committed his life to fighting against                   
racism and he had a major infiuence on black print culture through his attempts to improve race relations in the United States                      
and challenge white supremacist tracts aimed at disparaging the history and contributions of people of African descent to                  
world civilizations.  

Thahiti Asukile is Assistant Professor of Africana Studies at the University of Cincinnati in Ohio.  
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Bom in Jamaica on 6 September 1880 in Negril, Westermoreland Parish, to Samuel Rogers and Emily Johnstone                 
Rogers, we know little about Joel Augustus's childhood and early life in Jamaica. As an adult, Rogers was a private person and                      
what is known of his early life comes mostly from his widow Helga Rogers- Andrews. According to Rogers-Andrews,                  
Rogers's family moved to St. Ann's Bay where as a boy he met Marcus Garvey, who in 1913 founded the all-black Universal                      
Negro Improvement Association (UNIA), which is considered the largest secular organization in the African Diaspora. After                
Rogers finished primary school, he applied for a scholarship to attend a university in the Caribbean, but was denied admission                    
(where and why is not known). Writing in 1922 recalling his life in Jamaica, Rogers noted there were "few scholarships to                     
universities in the British Isles and to local colleges."^ Rather than pursuing schooling, Rogers decided to join the British                   
Royal Army and served with the Royal Garrison Artillery at Port Royal for four years. The exact years of service are unknown,                      
but according to Rogers-Andrews, "When his unit was to be transferred abroad, a medical examiner revealed a heart murmur,                   



and Joel was considered unfit for for- eign service. . . ."^  

In 1906 Rogers decided to emigrate to the United States, briefly living in New York City and then Boston before                    
settling in Chicago in 1908. While living in Chicago from 1908 to 1921, Rogers worked much of the time as a Pullman porter                       
to help pay for his studies in commercial art at the Chicago Art Institute. Rogers also mentioned that he tried to enroll at the                        
University of Chicago, but was denied admission because he did not possess the necessary high school credits. He had planned                    
on studying to become an interior decorator, but when he became aware of the racist information and published literature                   
pervasive in American society, as well as the racial violence, Rogers's outlook on life in the United States changed. Evidently,                    
Rogers decided to pursue a career in journalism once he landed a job as a reporter with the Chicago Enterprise. In 1921 Rogers                       
relocated to New York City, and eventually found a temporary position as an assistant editor for Marcus Garvey's Daily Negro                    
Times, a failed UNIA publishing project. In 1923 Rogers began writing columns for the Pittsburgh Courier and the New York                    
Amsterdam News, which would become major contributions to black print culture in the 20th century."*  

This essay seeks to highlight an important portion of Rogers's Africana research and scholarship in two major                 
areas: Rogers's contribution to black print culture in the area of intemational joumalism; and the scholarly black biographies                  
and histories that were disseminated as multivolume texts, as well as through illus- trated portraits and vignettes published in                   
black newspapers around the country. It  
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will also discuss how Rogers's scholarship was received by historians, social sci- entists, and public figures in the United                   

States, England, and Africa in the first half of the 20th century. ̂BLACK INTERNATIONAL JOURNALIST  

J. A. Rogers's joumalistic and historical writings are considered part of the tradition that social scientist St. Clair                  
Drake referred to as "vindicationist history." Rogers dedicated his life to advancing the view that people of African descent                   
were throughout world history extremely infiuential in the building of ancient and modem civilizations which made significant                 
contributions to human progress. Rogers understood "race" as a social constmction and how white racialism func- tioned to                  
advance the interests of whites in their contests with the so-called col- ored races; however, Rogers believed there was only                    
one race—the human race. In surveying the totality of Rogers's research and writings, it becomes clear that it was not limited                     
to African diasporic biographies or race mixture in the ancient and modem world. Rogers was an exceptional joumalist, but is                    
rarely given this recog- nition. In his joumalistic reporting, Rogers also sought to vindicate the lives and experiences of                   
Africans and people of African descent throughout the African Diaspora. Historians V. P. Franklin and Bettye Collier-Thomas                 
argued that "race joumalism" was an extension of African American 19th-century vindicationist joumalism: "African              
American joumalists and publishers in the black press often competed with the preachers and politicians for the position as 'the                    
leading spokespersons for the race.' However, biographies of important black politicians and joumalists reveal that they too                 
engaged in race vindicationist activities."''  

Rogers's vindicationist joumalism in many respects mirrors the tradition asso- ciated with the 19th Pan-Africanist               
Edward Wilmot Blyden whose joumalistic and literary writings aimed to vindicate people of African descent from white racist                  
charges of cultural inferiority. One of the major themes in Blyden's writings was that sub-Saharan Africans had made                  
significant contributions to both Christian and Islamic civilizations. While Blyden's intellectual and joumalistic activities have               
been the subject of scholarly research, J. A. Rogers's intemational joumal- ism and scholariy research, especially in the late                   
1920s and early 1930s when he traveled extensively in Europe and Africa, has been overlooked.^ Rogers spent most of his                    
joumalistic career working for the Pittsburgh Courier From 1923 to 1966 Rogers's columns appeared in the Pittsburgh Courier                  
and for a brief period simultaneously in the New York Amsterdam News and covered a wide range of social and political issues                      



conceming African Americans. For example, in 1926  
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Rogers wrote about his experience posing as a Garveyite and interviewing John Powell and Ernest Sevier Cox, the                  
white supremacist leaders of the Anglo-Saxon Club; and his attending the debate in the Virginia Senate over the revision of the                     
"Racial Integrity Act of 1924," which banned interracial marriage. Rogers offered his views about black Caribbean women                 
emigrating to the United States; his trav- els to lecture at historically black colleges in the South; and his support for A, Philip                       
Randolph's Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, newly organized in 1925 after years of struggle with the owners of the                   
nation's railroads. Rogers also reviewed books and movies for newspapers, and in 1923 the Amsterdam News serialized two of                   
his three published novels. From Superman to Man (1917) and Blood Money (1923),»  

Undated photo of J. A. Rogers in Europe. Courtesy of Fisk University, Speciai Colleetions, Nashville, TN.  

In the late 1920s and early 1930s Rogers was employed as an intemational correspondent and travel joumalist                 
for the Pittsburgh Courier and Amsterdam News.^ Rogers traveled throughout Europe on two different occasions in the  
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1920s. His first trip began in June 1925 and he remained in Europe for five months. During this visit he traveled                     
throughout the British Isles before spending a brief time in Paris. In London, Rogers began preliminary research on African                   
history in the reading room at the British Museum, where he met the Jamaican- bom scholar Theophilus Scholes (1854-1937),                   
whose two-volume opus. Glimpses of Ages (1905, 1908), criticized the racialist and class ideologies underpinning British                
imperialist policies. Rogers recalled, "Dr. Scholes invited me to tea and we discussed the race situation for several hours. From                    
his experience, he thought England was a bad place for a Negro, but when I told him of conditions in America, he admitted                       
that the former was nothing in comparison."'" Rogers met other distinguished and undistinguished white and black people in                  
London, including George Lansbury, MP; John Harris, secretary of the Anti-Slavery and Aborigines Protection Society;               
Professor A. A. Chinappa of Egypt and Zanzibar; and Amanda Aldridge, daughter of the famous African American stage actor                   



Ira D. Aldridge (1807-1867)."  

Rogers met with black intellectuals, white politicians, and others interested in the race problem in the United                 
States and Britain and wrote about the nature of race and class relationships in England and France. During Rogers's first visit                     
to England he encountered no racial animus and mistakenly concluded that there was little color prejudice and discrimination                  
towards the black people living there. In fact, in the 25 July 1925 issue of the Pittsburgh Courier the headline announced: "'No                      
Color Prejudice in England,' Says J. A. Rogers."'2 In his defense Rogers related personal experiences of being treated with                   
respect by the Britons he encountered and that led him to this highly questionable conclusion. "One hears much about                   
instinctive race prejudice. But since I have been here I have come more strongly than ever to the conclusion that race prejudice                      
is a thing that has been taught."'^ Although initially Rogers found that African-descended people in England were treated with                   
courtesy, he did notice that looking for a job could be a serious problem. "In England, the Negroes are treated very                     
courteously, but he is the last to be given a job; in France he gets both job and good treatment."'"*  

Rogers's views changed during his second visit to Europe between 1927 and 1930. Then he came face to face                   
with the hardships and racial discrimination African-descended people faced in England and other European countries. Rogers                
found Paris a more congenial place to live during his first and second visits because the French reminded him of African                     
Americans. "They take time to live and get acquainted with life as they pass through it—a fact which no doubt accounts for                      
their very high state of artistic development."'^ Rogers also felt more at home in Paris due to the large and diverse black                      
population in the city.  
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Rogers's second trip began in 1927, when Robert L. Vann, editor-publisher of the Pittsburgh Courier, sent 
Rogers to Europe and Africa as an intemational trav- el joumalist. Rogers started out with a visit to northwest Africa and then 
headed northward to Europe through Spain and Italy. Rogers's travel joumalism comple- mented the works of other African 
American and African travelers who wrote about their joumeys to Europe in the 1920s. Upon arriving in Morocco, Rogers was 
fascinated and proclaimed, "Africa, or at least the part of it 1 have seen in the past few days, is astonishingly different from 
what I had imagined from my read- ings, that, indeed, I feel as if I had been taken bodily and put into another world."'^ 
Northwest Africa became emotionally therapeutic for Rogers because the Africa he encountered was very different from the 
one described in racialist literature he had been exposed to throughout his life. The trip over the second time was much better 
because he traveled on an Italian ship. "The last time, when I went to Europe with those Americanized Nordies, it was 'Nigger, 
Nigger'; nothing of the sort this trip. It was 'colored lady' and 'colored gentleman' when they spoke of colored folk with whom 
they had worked on, or who had traded with them."'^ Literary critics Farah J. Griffin and Cheryl J. Fish in A Stranger in the 
Village: Two Centuries of African American Travel Writing concluded that travel accounts about trips to Europe and Africa are 
part of a long tradition among African Americans, especially joumalists and literary artists, who traveled abroad and doc- 
umented their experiences in books, pamphlets, personal letters, diaries, and other published and unpublished texts.'^ J. A. 
Rogers's travel joumalism for the Pittsburgh Courier and New York Amsterdam News was part of a tradition that began in the 
early 19th century when William Wells Brown, Frederick Douglass, and other black abolitionists wrote about their joumeys 
throughout the United Kingdom and extended to joumalist Ida B. Wells's anti-lynching crusade in England in the 1890s."''  

During this second visit Rogers traveled throughout much of Europe and even interviewed a few celebrities such                 
as the British writer Frank Harris, the author of My Life and Loves (1922). Rogers was invited to stay at Harris's villa in Nice,                        
France, and during the interview Rogers leamed how Harris felt about white racial violence in the United States. "It is difficult                     
to believe that human beings can be so savage," declared Harris. "Such people keep up a tradition of stupidity that might again                      
cost America very dearly."20 Afterward Rogers traveled through the Cote d'Azur (French Riviera), and in Antibes he met up                   
with the radical poet and novelist Claude McKay. In 1928 McKay's Home to Harlem caused much contro- versy among old                    



and "New Negro" intellectuals and artists. Back in Paris, Rogers interviewed one of the most famous musical artists of the                    
decade, Josephine  
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Baker. The interview centered on the allegations (subsequently confirmed) that she had married her manager Giuseppe Pepito                 
di Albertini, who posed as an Italian count, but was really a Sicilian stonemason. In his reporting Rogers included the history                     
and customs of the various ethnic groups he encountered, and what it was like to visit their cities, towns, and countryside. His                      
Pittsburgh Courier and Amsterdam News readers were introduced to history and customs in places most African Americans                 
would never get to see. For example, Rogers visited Vatican City in Rome and described its library.^'  

The Vatican Library is perhaps the largest repository of art treasures in the world, and one walks through what must be miles and miles of rooms so                           
filled with them that it is almost difficult to ftx one's attetition on any one object. Nevertheless, one must be arrested by the paintings of Raphael in the                            
rooms that bear his name; the Sistine Chapel, with Michael Angelo's famous painting "The Last Judgment"; the thousands of books with signatures                      
sent to the popes from America and all parts of the world, one of which is said to contain the names of 33,000 French persons who declare themselves                            
"ready to offer and die for the faith"; and Nero's bathtub which is big enough for ftve persons. Of special interest to me was the Egyptian Room, with                            
one of the finest collections of Egyptian art and statuary in existenee.^^  

ARCHIVAL RESEARCH AND RACE VINDICATION  

During his second trip to Europe, Rogers decided to live in Paris and conduct- ed anthropological and historical 
research on people of African descent at various museums and art galleries throughout Europe, taking numerous photographs of 
the materials collected there. In conducting anthropological-photographic research, Rogers used the camera to convey certain 
non-verbal truths about the artifacts under examination. This allowed Rogers to capture on film, scrutinize, and then write about 
the images and representations of people of African descent he found in the many museums he visited in Europe and Africa. 
These photo- graphic records provided Rogers's readers with additional support for the argu- ments he was making about 
African peoples' contributions to world history. These photographic images became significant primary sources that Rogers 
reprinted in his books World's Greatest Men of African Descent (1931); World's Greatest Men and Women of African Descent 
(1935); Sex and Race, three volumes (1940-44), World's Great Men of Color, two volumes ( 1946—47); and Nature Knows No 
Color Line ( 1952). In addition to museums, Rogers carried out his research at various galleries, libraries, antiquarian 
bookstores, and churches.^^  

Rogers's visits to these cultural sites in Europe influenced what he came to believe about Africa and included in 
newspaper columns from 1927 titled  
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"Ethiopia and Egypt Made Nordic Civilization Possible," and "Roman Idea of Life Came from Ethiopians." Rogers argued                 
that European civilization was very much infiuenced by the ancient civilizations in Africa.^'' While viewing the ancient ruins                  
of Rome, Rogers observed.  

It is impossible to give an idea of the colossal size of these ruins. This fact strikes one, espe- cially after he shall have seen the Coliseum,                           
the Aquedticts, and the Baths of Caracalla: those old Romans built with robustness, a vastness far beyond us. They had a mightier conception of life.                         
But of course, it will be recalled they inherited their idea from the Greeks, of whom Rome was once a province, while the Greeks in turn inherited                           
from the Egyptians, who in turn got their ideas from the ^^  

Rogers based his conclusions about Africa's Nile Valley being infiuential to the foundation of ancient Greek and                 



Roman civilization from what he personally observed and found in repositories, museums, and ancient sites he visited. The                  
period from 1927 to 1931 marked a new beginning for Rogers who committed himself to historical research on people of                    
African descent.  

Undated Photo of J. A. Rogers in Europe. Courtesy of Fisk University, Special Collections, Nashville, TN.  
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From as early as 1912 Rogers was interested in African history, but by the late 1920s he was in a position to                      
leam much more about the contributions people of African descent had made to world civilizations from antiquity to the                   
modem era. Rogers's personal commitment to what would today be called Africana Diaspora research (without philanthropic                
or university support) was significant. In the late 1920s very few African American researchers, professionally trained or self-                  
taught, engaged in anthropological or archival research in Europe or other loca- tions outside the United States, The exceptions                   
included historian Carter G. Woodson, who conducted research in libraries and at the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris, France,                  
The singer, actor, and social activist Paul Robeson in the early 1930s carried out research on African music, art, and languages                     
in London at the London School of Oriental Languages. Other African Americans who conducted research in Europe during                  
those years were historians Anna Julia Cooper and Charles H. Wesley, philosopher Alain Locke, and anthropologist St, Clair                  
Drake.^^ Rogers stressed his life commitment to research on African peoples when he asserted in the Pittsburgh Courier,  

Since 1912,1 have specialized in this field. I have looked into or read a vast number of books in six different languages in search of facts. Well read                            
friends of mine George Schuyler, James W. Ivy, James Forbes, and John G. Jackson send me from time to time any remarkable fact they run across                          
about Negroes. In addition I have gathered much information "on the hoof" I have actually walked over cities like Rome, Paris, Berlin, Munich,                       
Vienna, London, Seville, Madrid, Lisbon, Casablanca, Cairo, and many others searching through libraries, museums, and old churches, catacombs,                  
etc.2''  

Rogers did not have to engage in research at all, and could merely have con- centrated on travel joumalism.                   
However, he recognized the urgency of combating racist propaganda and the falsifications about the history of people of                  
African descent in Africa and throughout the African Diaspora. Based on the information he unearthed in Europe, Rogers                  
informed the readers of the Amsterdam News in 1929 that he had completed a manuscript on "race mixing." The manuscript,                    
"This Mongrel World: A Study of Negro-Caucasian Mixing in All Ages and All Countries," was an expansion of an earlier                    



work As Nature Leads, published in 1919, Rogers mentioned in 1944 that something unexpected prevented him from                 
publishing "This Mongrel World," but in Sex and Race, volume III, Rogers also revealed, "Thirteen years later, due to much                    
greater research I had done on the subject, I changed the title [of "This Mongrel World"] to 'Sex and Race.' Parts of the                       
manuscript I used in Volume One and Two ofthat work and discarded most of the rest,"2*^ During the 1940s Rogers became                     
one of the most controversial and  
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most important self-trained historians in the United States. In his assessment of the importance of Rogers's work as an                   
independent scholar, St. Clair Drake, author of Black Folk Here and There, emphasized that, "endowed with unusual talent,                  
Rogers advanced from menial pursuits he first engaged in as an immigrant to the United States from Jamaica to become one of                      
the best-infomied individuals in the world on black history, writing and publishing his own books without any kind of                   
organizational or foundation support."29  

Historian Joyce Moore Tumer, the daughter of Harlem's radical scholar- activist and owner of the Frederick                
Douglass bookstore, Richard B. Moore, remembered seeing Rogers at her home while growing up. Joyce Tumer discussed the                  
importance of Rogers's research and historical scholarship. | |  

His writings were labeled "revolutionary" not because they espoused revolutionary politics, but because they broke with traditional sebolarsbip                  
in presenting topics on race and sex that were taboo, cited events tbat European and American historians ignored or misrepresented, and pop- ularized                       
historical accounts. He bad to publisb bis works privately because be was not tbe typ- ical academician witb a degree from a recognized university.                        
His early articles in tbe Messenger, bis later books, and regular newspaper columns tbat included brief historic [al] facts were followed by a large                        
audience.-"' ] |  

Rogers revealed some of his historical findings in his newspaper columns and as a resuh, many African                 
Americans wrote him in Paris to find out more about his research. Rogers's columns about life in Europe, as well as his                      
biographical por- traits, were not limited to newspapers in the 1930s; he also wrote many brief his- torical essays that were                     
published in African American magazines. For example, the article "The Negro in European History" was published in the                  
National Urban League's Opportunity magazine in June 1930 and discussed the important contri- butions that people of                 
African descent made in the evolution of European arts, sci- ences, and military campaigns. "Rome had a large number of                    
Negro soldiers, who fought her battles as far north as Britain. One of the most noted of her generals was St. Maurice (St. Moor                        
in English)." Rogers praised the great General Alexander Dumas (1762-1806) who led Napoleon's cavalry at the Battle of the                   
Pyramids in Egypt in 1798. Rogers concluded that "Napoleon in his own way, admired Dumas. He told him on one occasion:                     
'What I like about you is not only your courage, but your humanity.'"^' Rogers believed that Africans' contributions to                   
European societies were enormous. "This history, which dates back to the dimmest antiquity, would fill one or more large                   
volumes, and the best that can be done in a short article is to give barest outlines and to mention some of the lead- ing                         
individuals."32 ; ,  
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Rogers's research generated interest and excitement among African Americans and many wrote to him after               
reading his articles and columns. In response to the numerous letters Rogers received at the Pittsburgh Courier office, the                   
editor Robert Vann published this notice:  

Mr. Rogers writes the editor he has received many letters from Courier readers conceming his trip, and will devote a special article to                       
answering questions asked by these inquiries. He will be glad to get further letters from persons interested in his trip. He may be addressed J. A.                          
Rogers, 11 Rue Scribe, care of American Express Company, Paris, France. Postage five cents to Paris. His mail will be forwarded to him from there.^-'  



Working for the Pittsburgh Courier and the New York Amsterdam News as a travel joumalist provided Rogers                 
the opportunity to comb through important archival repositories in Europe. This is not to suggest that Rogers would not have                    
eventually traveled to Europe or North Africa, but being an intemational joumal- ist provided the opportunity to pursue his                   
scholarly research interests. Pittsburgh Courier columnist Floyd J. Calvin explained the importance of Rogers's research               
overseas, and his setting the record straight about the history of people of African descent:  

I  

He says the twisting of historical facts by white writers to keep the Nordic idea dominant is one of the most unfair of the many wrongs perpetrated                           
against the Negro. In one library [Rogers] discovered 6,000 volumes, filled with valuable history on the Negro, which have been either ignored or                       
deliberately suppressed by white writers. He did not divulge where he found these books, saying he expects to retum to Europe for further research                        
and wants to keep his work as original as possible. He says other writers have heretofore taken advantage of otnginal discov- eries he made regarding                         
the history of the Negro and published them as their own. Mr. Rogers pointed out that in the extensive bibliography compiled by Monroe N. Work of                          
Tuskegee, the books he found were not listed, which strengthen his belief that they were unknown to present day writers.-''*  

"YOUR HISTORY": NEWSPAPER ILLUSTRATIONS AND HISTORICAL PORTRAITS ! . In one of his illustrated 
portraits in 1949 for the Pittsburgh Courier, Rogers praised the young John Hope Franklin as an "exceptionally trained 
historian" who was then a professor at Howard University. Amazingly, for most of his career Franklin was unaware that 

Rogers had featured him in his weekly illustrated por- traits included in the Pittsburgh Courier titled "Your History." When 
the newspa- per portrait and illustration was presented to Franklin by this author at the meet-  
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ing of the Organization of American Historians, held in San Jose, Califomia, in 2005, he smiled and found it hard to                     
believe that J. A. Rogers had thought so high- ly of him when he was a young historian. Franklin had met Rogers only once, in                         
the 1940s in Washington, DC. Franklin believed that Rogers has made an immeas- urable contribution to popularizing the field                   
of "Black History."''^  

The historical research and publications from Europe in the late 1920s and early 1930s laid the groundwork for                  
another of J. A. Rogers's major contributions to black print culture. With the help of newspaper illustrator George L. Lee and                     
cartoonist Samuel Malai, between 1934 and his death in 1966, Rogers produced illustrated lessons about "Your History."                 
These illustrated portraits and commen- tary were published weekly in the Pittsburgh Courier. The illustrations usually                
included the portrait of an important historical or contemporary figure from "Negro History," along with one or two smaller                   
drawings depicting some scene from that person's life or career.^^  

Robert Vann's decision to move forward in 1934 with the "Your History" illustrated series represented a new                 
attempt at the popularization of Black History. This was certainly an advancement beyond the illustrations of African                 
Americans that appeared in mainstream daily or weekly newspaper comic strips. In 1905, for example, Windsor McCay                 
created the "Little Nemo" comic strip in which the black character "Impy" was portrayed as a cannibal who uttered nonsensical                    
phrases. "Happy Holligan," "Professor Hypnotiser," "Boots and Buddies," and "Willie Cute," were other stereotypical              
characters included in comic strips in white newspapers. It was against this historical backdrop that Rogers's "Your History"                  
illustrations came to represent an important attempt to reconstRict the image of people of African descent in the United States,                    
Africa, and tliroughout the Diaspora.37  

The "Your History" series featured many contemporary African American women such as the concert singers               
Lois Jordan and Leontyne Price; Amy Ashwood Garvey, the wife of Marcus Garvey and political activist in London; and Dr.                    
Dorothy Porter, "one of America's leaders in scholarship and a leading librar- ian." In reviewing the "Your History"                  
illustrations, it is clear that Rogers kept abreast of many aspects of African American life from the 1930s through the 1960s. In                      



addition to John Hope Franklin, many other black historians were fea- tured in "Your History," including George Washington                  
Williams, Carter G. Woodson, Rayford Logan, Arturo A. Schomburg, Monroe Nathan Work, C. L. R. James, William Leo                  
Hansberry, and Charles H. Wesley.^**  

The importance of Rogers's "Your History" illustrations in educating African Americans, young and old, should 
not be taken lightly since during the first half  
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of the 20th century few black youths were exposed to historic black figures in their own homes or schools. Rogers's portraits                     
reconstructed the African and African diasporic past and present and challenged negative conceptions of "the Negro" being                 
formulated in mainstream publications and other media. Political theorist Cedric Robinson observed that  

"Negro," that is the color black, was both a negation of Africa and a unity of opposition to white. The construct of Negro, unlike the terms                          
"Africa," "Moor," or "Ethiope" suggested no situatedness in time, that is history, or space, that is ethno- or political-geography. The Negro had no                       
civilization, no cultures, no religions, no history, no place, and finally no humanity that might command consideration. Like his eastern, central, and                      
western European prototypes, in their time, and the French peasants, the Slavs, the Celtics, and more recently the American "Indians," the Negro                      
constituted a marginally human group. . . .^"  

The idea to make history and African-descended peoples' contemporary accomplishments fun to read and at the                
same time enlightening demonstrated the Pittsburgh Courier's commitment to education and raising the historical con-               
sciousness of its readers. And the positive response to Rogers's illustrated series can best be summed up in a 1935 letter from a                       
New Orleans teacher sent to the Pittsburgh Courier editor.  

Honorable Sir: I wish to add to my humble words of praise and encouragement to Messrs. Rogers and Lee for their illustrated educational feature                        
entitled "Your history." The personnel of your newspaper deserves to be congratulated for stimulating a study of Negro History, a sub- ject with                       
which we should all be acquainted and yet, one of which we know the least! As teach- ers of history, my sister and I have found this material helpful.                             
Here are a few practical uses that may be made of it: I. It may be preserved in scrapbook form. (Its appeal to children is striking.) 2. It may well grace                               
the bulletin boards of progressive lodges, libraries, civic clubs, and schools. 3. It serves as an impetus to encourage the further study of Negro history.                         
I am certain that with your fund of joumalistic experience, that you will readily agree that often an illustrated feature or cartoon achieves greater                        
results than a page of dry paint. (Especially when it is easily assim- ilated and digested "at a glance.")'"'  

In many ways Rogers's intemational research and scholarship, travel joumal- ism, and newspaper columns and               
illustrations complemented the contributions to black print culture made by the Association for the Study of Negro Life and                   
History (ASNLH), the Negro History Bulletin, and The Journal of Negro History, edited by Carter G. Woodson. Rogers knew                   
Woodson personally and understood Woodson's commitment to rigorous scholarly research and the Negro history movement.               
One month after he retumed from Europe, Rogers attended the 15th annual ASNLH convention, held in New York City in                    
October 1931; and after-  
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ward in his published column in the Amsterdam News, Rogers praised Woodson for his groundbreaking historical research.                 
Indeed, Rogers was highly critical of African Americans who did not support Woodson and the work of the ASNLH, Rogers                    
understood well Woodson's situation as another independent self-support- ing scholar. Woodson also operated outside college               
and university systems in dis- seminating the historical truths about African-descended peoples in the form of books,                 
pamphlets, bulletins, and other print media; and Woodson's work was often underappreciated. "Too many, alas, do not see the                   
value of Dr. Woodson's work," Rogers lamented. "That is, they are so filled with the doctrine of white superiori- ty taught                     
them as children that they do not think the accomplishments of others of their color in this country are worth writing about,'""                      



While traveling abroad, Rogers certainly came to appreciate Woodson's commitment to thorough docu- mentation, I I  
Go into any museum and library in this country, as well as in Europe or any other civilized latid, and one is impressed by the pains taken by                            

archaeologists and others to collect and preserve every relic, however seemingly unimportant, of the past. Why this apparent finicalness and, to the                      
layman, boresome detail? Because humanity's past is hidden away not only in the earth, but sometimes in books, and what is considered of no value                         
might sometitnes yield the most prof- itable clues. The true scholar, like a good detective, overlooks nothing.'*^ | I  

St, Clair Drake emphasized the connection between Rogers's publications and those of Carter G, Woodson and 
W. E, B, Du Bois.  

I I J. A. Rogers's industriously collected facts 
[which] constitute an important complement to the work of Carter G. Woodson and W. E. B. Du Bois. Although Rogers's books were written for a 
popular audience, they contain valuable data for students and provide leads for further research. His work stands in sharp contrast to much of the 
social science literature that attempts to provide Marxian or psychoanalytical explanations, with Rogers advancing what he consid- ers certain 
"commonsense" explanations of discrimination and segregation.'*^ i  

Because J, A, Rogers did not leave behind a personal diary or a major collec- tion of personal papers, we do not                      
know if he submitted his research fmdings to the leading academic joumals and publishers. If he sent his manuscripts to                    
univer- sity presses, it is likely that they would have been reviewed by conservative or racist historians whom he criticized. At                     
the same time, Rogers was more interest- ed in reaching a popular audience outside the academy, especially African                  
Americans who generally did not purchase or read these academic texts. But we do know that Rogers's article, "The Negro                    
Experience in Christianity," was pub- lished in London in 1928 in the scholarly publication The Review of Nations: An  
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Organ for Pan-Humanism and Spiritual Freedom. Rogers's articles "When I Was in Europe" and "Hitler and the Negro" were                   
published in 1938 and 1940 in the International Review: A Journal for Christian Democracy. American joumalist and editor H.                   
L. Mencken was very interested in Rogers's writings, and published Rogers's essay "The Negro in Europe" in The American                   
Mercury in 1930.'*'* Although Rogers did not publish anything in The Journal of Negro History during Woodson's lifetime,                  
Woodson reviewed the first volume of Rogers's Sex and Race in 1943. Woodson noted that although there were some                   
typographical errors, the research was sound and based on the appropriate evidence. Woodson praised Rogers's scholarship and                 
made a telling observation:  

•> • I ...••• . Tbe public is deeply indebted to J. A. Rogers for tbe sacrifices wbich be bas made in uneartbing tbe facts of race admixture in 
tbis country and abroad. He bas visited practically all parts of the civilized world where be bas gone as a newspaper correspondent, and from time to 
time he has delved into tbe past and brought out things wbicb are startling. He has had to collect and pub- lish bis findings at his own expense, for no 
publishing bouse bas tbe courage to bring out wbat be bas to offer.'*^  

Throughout his life Rogers complained about the great difficulty he had in finding a commercial publisher for                 
his works. In 1945 Rogers was "speaking from long and hard experience."  

Some years ago I sent my "World's Greatest Men and Women of African Descent" to a leading New York firm on tbe urging of a powerful friend of                            
tbe firm. Tbe book sbowed Negroes as rulers of wbite kingdoms, generals of white armies, saints, religious leaders, etc. Tbe firm gave great                       
consideration to it and praised it highly, but sent it back saying they couldn't bandle it as there was no market for that sort of literature. I saw tbe                             
justice of tbe firm's stand. Tbe book wouldn't sell to its wbite clientele because the people in it were not clowns, or victims, or crim- inals, or the kind                             
of Negroes it was accustomed to reading about, but were figures whose acbievements would be denounced as so-called social equality.'*"  

In the Amsterdam News on 18 July 1933, it was reported Rogers had planned to publish World's Greatest Men 



and Women of African Descent through Woodson and the ASNLH. Unfortunately, this never occurred and we can only 
speculate about what happened.'*^ Rogers ended up self-publishing World's Greatest Men and Women of African Descent, as he 
did with all of his books, but it came at a high price—constant indebtedness to his printers. In 1943 he offered this confes- sion:  
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Let me say that I've been in the game 26 years, have got no money out of it, and yet I would not do anything else. In fact, I may confess that                                
I've been in perpetual debt to my printers, but I don't worry. My books are selling almost with no effort on my part, which brings in enough to keep                             
the printers satisfied, and to get out anything I have on further credit.'***  

I Í' Rogers's advertised his books in the Pittsburgh Courier, and through speak- ing engagements throughout the country and 
word of mouth, and as the word spread, he had customers from throughout the United States, the Caribbean, and Europe.-»*^  

CONTRIBUTIONS TO BLACK PRINT CULTURE  

The appearance in 1931 of J. A. Rogers's World's Great Men of African Descent and in 1935 of World's Greatest                    
Men and Women of African Descent marked the continuation of the African American scholarly biographical tradition in black                  
print culture that can be traced to the 19th century with works such as William Wells Brown's The Black Man, His Antecedents,                      
His Genius, and His Achievements (1863), William J. Simmons's Men of Mark: Eminent Progressive and Rising (1887^, and to                   
John Edward Bruce's Short Biographical Sketches, Eminent Negro Men and Women in Europe and the united States (1910).''''                  
Rogers understood that the research and writing of history, especially biographies, was important to the advancement of                 
European civilizations in the modem era. Thus Rogers made clear the reasons why he engaged in archival research for his                    
biog- raphical portraits. "[T]o bring out the best in ourselves (and at the times the worst, too), a study of the lives of the great of                          
races, ages, and climes is a necessity. Biography will ever be the highest and most civilizing form of literature."^'  

These works, especially the two-volume World's Great Men of Color (WGMQ, published in 1946-1947,              
succeeded in showing Africans' achievements in building large and long-standing civilizations, in facilitating the spread of                
Christianity and Islam to Europe and Asia, and in defending African territories before and after the coming of the transatlantic                    
slave trade. WGMC also profiled contemporary African and African American figures such as the Tuskegee agricul- tural                 
chemist George Washington Carver; the historian, sociologist, and political leader W. E. B. Du Bois; and the Caribbean-bom                  
Harlem street comer radical Hubert H. Harrison. Rogers declared that "Harrison was not only perhaps the fore- most [African                   
American] intellect of his time, but one of America's greatest minds."52 Among the prominent individuals of African descent                  
in European histo- ry, Rogers discussed the Russian general Abraham Hannibal (1696?-1781);  
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Alexander Sergevitch Pushkin (1799-1837), considered by many the "Father of Russian Literature"; the British-trained              
musician and composer Samuel Coleridge-Taylor (1875-1912); and the French general Alexander Dumas (1762-1806). Many              
of these figures were unknown to most people then (and now) such as Chevalier de St. Georges (1745-1799).  

[De St. Georges] was the most dazzling and fascinating figure at the most splendid court of Europe; as violinist, pianist, poet, musical                      
composer and actor, he was phenomenal; as a swordsman he so far eclipsed the best of his time that in his prime no one could match him; as a                             
marksman none could pull the trigger with such unerring aim; as a soldier and commander he performed prodigious feats on the field of battle; as a                          
dancer, swimmer, horseman, and skater, he was the most graceful in a land of supreme for its grace and elegance; in the matter of dress, he was the                            
model of his day, setting the fashions in England and France; a king of France, a future king of England, and royal princes sought his company, and to                            
crown all he possessed a spirit of rare generosity, kindliness, and rectitude.^^  

Anyone reading WGMC would be forced to re-think the roles played by peo- ple of African descent in world                   



history. The revolutionary movement of Toussaint L'Ouverture (1743-1803) and Jean-Jacques Dessalines (1758-1806) against             
the French led to the formation of the second independent republic in the New World, Haiti (formerly St. Domingue) and                    
changed the course of history in the United States, France, and Britain. In assessing the historical significance of Toussaint                   
L'Ouverture, Rogers observed, "The United States of America owes him a great debt. Because of events he had set in motion,                     
the power of France in the New World was broken, hastening the sale [by Napoleon Bonaparte] of the Louisiana territory, or                     
nearly half of what is now the United States, for a trifling sum."^'* The Haitian Revolution (1791-1804) also pushed legislation                    
through the British Parliament and U.S. Congress banning British and U.S. citizens' participation in the transatlantic slave trade                  
after 1807 and 1808.^5  

Rogers did not claim that African people in antiquity or during the modem era were responsible for every great                   
contribution made to humanity; or try to replace a parochial "Eurocentric" history with a certain type "Afrocentric" approach.  

Let me say here that I feel emphatically that any boasting by Negroes about their history is just as nauseating. Furthermore, those individuals                       
who work themselves up to a state where they talk as if the deeds of an ancestor were actually done by themselves will probably go no further than                            
that in doing something worthy themselves. One of the world's greatest needs has ever been unboastful, unbiased history.^^  
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At the same time, Rogers was clear in insisting on the recognition of African peoples' contributions to world 
civilizations.  

I 1 I am not saying the Negro really originated          
civilization even though I am inclined to agree with Count Volney (1757-1820), and other whites as Godfrey Higgins, Fabre d' Olivet and Cîerald                       
Masscy, that he did. No one really knows. Life goes too far back in the unknown for that. But what I do know is that the Negro (or Ethiopian, or                              
Blackamoor, or Dasyu, or Bushman, or by which ever name blacks are called) contributed very, very much to such early civilizations as Ethiopia,                       
Egypt, Assyria, India, Indo-China, Carthage, Morocco, Rome and later ones in Italy, Spain, Portugal, [and] Southem  

Rogers believed that if African Americans in the 20th century understood what Africa meant to worid history, it                  
would change the way they viewed them- selves in the contemporary era. For Rogers, accurate historical interpretations could                  
be used as a tool in solving world problems.5** "The better we can remem- ber our past experiences the better we can handle                       
our individual problems. Similarly the greater our knowledge of world history, the less national and inter- national errors we                   
will  

INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION AND INFLUENCE  

There is evidence that J. A. Rogers's publications were quite influential. For example, in his 1970                
autobiography, Nnamdi Azikiwe, African nationalist and in 1963 first elected president of Nigeria, revealed that while doing                 
graduate work at Lincoln University in the 1930s he met with Rogers, Carter G. Woodson, and William Leo Hansberry to leam                     
more about African history. Azikiwe told Rogers, "You are among those who inspired me to take a very keen interest in the                      
study of the African in history."^o In 1950 George Padmore, a former communist tumed Pan-Africanist, met Rogers in                  
London, and they became close friends. Rogers taught Padmore about African history, and Padmore thanked Rogers for letting                  
him use his material in Padmore's important work, Pan-Africanism or Communism: The ComingStruggle for Africa, published                
in 1956. One of the most interesting assessments of Rogers's scholarship came from someone who knew him very well, C. L.                     
R. James, the Marxist theorist and scholar. James revealed to historian David Levering Lewis that he thought Rogers                  
undermined some of his points by focusing primarily on exceptional individuals, but nonetheless James felt that Rogers's                 

books and columns contained valuable insights and infonna- i.6'Towards the end of his life, Rogers rightfully complained                 



about the hardships  
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he suffered while trying to finance his publications. In a March 1960 letter to Pittsburgh Courier editor P, L, Prattis, Rogers 
complained:  

Still, no Negro organization has ever come forward to give me the least help. As you know I've received no scholarship or gifts. In all these years I                            
haven't made a dollar I can call my own. Everything goes to the printer and for other expenses and how I've been able to carry on seems at times                             
almost a miracle to me. I can't help feeling very mueh discouraged at times. Still it is easier to go ahead than to turn  

Rogers's personal circumstances and his desire to push forward rather than give up once again speak to his                  
personal character and commitment to the writing of Africana history. Up until his death in 1966, Rogers worked indefatigably                   
to counter the racism that confronted African Americans. This important point was expressed to Rogers by the clubwoman and                   
civil rights activist Mary Church Terrell in her letter to Rogers, published in the Pittsburgh Courier on 3 April 1954.  

Dear Friend Rogers: Although I have never written to you before, I have often expressed to friends a deep appreciation of the untiring efforts you have 
made to get the details of the feats of colored men and women in the development of the politically cultured life of many countries before the worid. 
Everywhere those who hate the colonial and African colored peoples have tried to completely hide or distort or emasculate their history. 1 know no 
one who has been more zealous in attempting to combat the racist lies than yourself. . . .^^  

One of J. A. Rogers's less well-known works that Mary Church Terrell would have been proud of was Africa's                   
Gift to America: The Afro-American in the Making and Saving of the United States, first published in 1959, which examines                    
the many contributions of people of African descent to the formation and evolu- tion of the United States.^^ \^ this work, more                      
than earlier ones, Rogers stressed that unpaid African labor was the essential element in the economic development of the                   
American colonies. "The labor of Africans now became the most important single factor in development of the New World, On                    
them fell the crude work, and more than little of the skilled work. Some had brought with them their ancient skills in metal,                       
weaving, carving and agriculture."^^ j^ the chapter "The Coming of the Africans," Rogers quotes the leading American                 
patriots on the importance of African labor, something he knew was missing from U.S. history textbooks at the time.  

Patrick Henry declared that while he would not and could not justify slavery, he found Negroes a necessity. "I am drawn along," he said, "by the                          
general inconvenience of living without them." In his address to the Virginia Convention, June 24, 1788, he deplored "the necessity of holding  
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bis fellow-men in bondage" but that "tbeir manumission is incompatible with felicity of tbe country. Tbomas Jefferson and other bumane                    
slaveholders said much tbe same. James Parton, writing of tbe Negroes in tbe 177O's, said tbey were indi.spensable. "Wbat a debt we owe to tbe jolly,                          
amiable, indispensible Negro," be  

Rogers concluded that "Africa, that is the sale of its people, laid the foundation of the commerce and prosperity of                    
the United States . . . and the imported African themselves influenced every phase of American life from cookery to                    
religion."^''  

The appearance of Africa's Gift to America during the civil rights era was timely mainly because of the backlash                   
and resistance of many white southemers to African American demands for an end to legal Jim Crow, U.S. apartheid. Rogers                    
declared, "This book comes in answer to the revival of anti-Negro literature that followed the ruling of the United States                    
Supreme Court against segregation in the public school system in 1954."^* Rogers believed that in order for the American                   



nation to heal from wounds of past injustices, the current U.S. govemment had to acknowledge that atrocities had been                   
committed against African Americans and their ancestors and make reparations payments to the African American descen-                
dents of those victimized. This is one of the many reasons Africa's Gift to America is important and relates directly to what                      
Rogers wrote in the Pittsburgh Courier in 1963 about reparations for African Americans. I | ¡  

Rogers deemed it hypocritical for the Kennedy administration to set aside mil- lions of dollars for aid to foreign                   
countries while U.S. African Americans received nothing for their unpaid labor in the past and other contributions since their                   
ances- tors arrived in North America. "As I look over the list of the countries receiving aid such as England, West Germany,                      
France, Denmark, Belgium, I think of people in the United States who are far more depressed than any in those lands—the                     
Negro."^^ Rogers pointed out that Russia had compensated its serfs, and the American Indians whose lands were stolen by the                    
European settlers were given "compensation" in the form of reservations in the American West where they were deemed                  
"sovereign nations." "[N]o other people in history deserves compensation for unrequited service as the Negro in America."^"                 
And Rogers condemned the hypocrisy of the Kennedy administration's policies conceming refugees coming to the United                
States. j ,  

Millions are also spent on Cuban refugees wbo are wbite or look so (by tbe way Haitian refugees get nothing. They're too black). But sbould tbis                          
country try to solve tbe ease of tbe depressed Negro bere, as it does tbat of tbe depressed European, Asian, or Latin American, tbere would be at once                            
a bowl about discrimination against wbite people.^'  
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Rogers's words were prophetic. Anytime the demand for reparations is put forward by the descendents of                
enslaved and exploited black workers, white politi- cians cry "special treatment" for those considered undeserving of any                 
"special payment." Africa's Gift to America, Rogers's last major historical work, was com- pleted during the years of the                   
African decolonization, and he saw it as a positive sign. "In short, successful racism, the exploitation of one people by another,                     
is doomed. That of brotherhood and interdependence is taking its place."^^  

In 1965 Rogers was engaged in research and planning two projects: a history of "Color Mania," or "white over                   
black" in the development of the United States; and a book about continental Africans living in "South America and Mexico                    
before the arrival of Columbus and Balboa."^^ Unfortunately, Rogers died on 26 March 1966 at St. Clare's Hospital in New                    
York City, and he left those projects unfinished.^'* At his death those in the Black History movement moumed the loss of a                      
major historian and joumalist, but the legacy of J. A. Rogers continues in the black press and media's commitment to                    
documenting the lived experiences of African-descended peoples; and in historians' attempts to tell the truth about the African                  
and African American past. Rogers made lasting contributions to black print culture in the popularization of relevant historical                  
illustrations and commen- tary and in his use of photography in identifying and displaying anthropological and historical                 
artifacts to document African contributions to ancient and modem civilizations. The words and images of the World's Greatest                  
Men and Women of African Descent is another gift of J. A. Rogers to black print culture.  
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